
PRIMROSE WINS ANOTHER ACCOLADE 

WON THE BRITISH COUNCIL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AWARD FOR THE 

YEAR 2018 – 2021 

 

 

The academic year 2017-18 came up with yet another opportunity of working on Internationalism. 

Having received the Prestigious British Council ISA Award for the year 2014-15, the excitement was 

double in terms of taking the project to the children.  

Primrose School strives to educate the children globally. ISA, with no doubt was a right tool to achieve 

the same. ISA helped us to uphold our vision which is commitment to the holistic development of the 

child, through quality education, uniqueness in teaching, bringing the inherent talents and unfolding the 

creative thinking.  

The projects were assigned with utmost care for each class. Each project was integrated with academics. 

The experience and essence of Internationalism was taken to every single child, ensuring their 

participation in the projects. Integrating the ISA in our routine was indeed a fulfilling experience.  



International exposure to the children, learning the diverse cultures, their uniqueness and their values 

were the successful outcomes of the efforts, dedication and commitment of the teachers, children and 

parents.  

Interaction with students across various countries helped us to unfold the inherent talents and creative 

thinking of our students opening up the opportunity to learn and share their views with the children 

from schools across the globe. This opportunity, I firmly believe will help the children discuss the global 

issues and provide futuristic solutions with confidence. 

I thank the ISA team for planning the projects meticulously and executing the activities with utmost 

care. The effort taken by the teachers to bring the project to life is worth appreciating.  

I thank British Council for supporting us explore Internationalism with full of life thus standing in our 

belief, learning for the joy of knowing and understanding the world in all its essence. 
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